Senko Introduces the New LC Switchable Uniboot Latch Lock Ready

The Duplex LC connector for Round cable, which allows the polarity to be switched without connector re-termination

**SWITCH POLARITY**
Allows the fiber polarity to be switched at the time of cable assembly installation without having to re-terminate the connectors

**LATCH LOCK**
With Add-on key insert, still connects to any conventional adapter but prevents accidental disconnection. Key insert can be removed with no tool.

www.senko.com/lcswitchable
**LC Switchable Uniboot Connector**

**Design**
This compact, easy to terminate connector kit, uses standard Senko LC back post and crimp design and therefore can be used with any of the Senko standard LC boots with multiple color options, including the LC Flex-Angle Boot. The connector can be used in any system using LC duplex and quad adapters. The unique design uses round style 2mm or 3mm jacketed cables instead of zipcord duplex cables, reducing cable size and making cable management easier in today’s highly dense applications.

The housing of the LC Duplex Switchable Connector can be taken apart in the field without the use of any special tooling. This duplex LC allows the fiber polarity to be switched at the time of cable assembly installation without having to re-terminate the connectors.

**FEATURES**
- Uniboot connector aids cable management
- Switchable Connector to change polarity
- NEW - Latch Lock Ready
- MINI Boot ready
- Right Angle Clip for better panel management
- Flex angle boot ready
- Red / Black color indication for easy Polarity Check

**SENKO SOLUTIONS**
REDUCE CABLE PROTRUSION IN PANELS

- **LC** Conventional Boot
- **LC** MINI Boot
- **LC** w/Flex-Angle Boot
- **LC** w/90 Degree Boot
- **LC** w/50 Degree Boot
- **LC** +MINI Boot+Right Angle Clip

---
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